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Dear Planning Team, 
 
This letter is in response to the development plan application for 28 lodging cabin units at Grand Targhee 
Resort (GTR).  This letter will hopefully help you understand the Ranger District’s concern with the 
development at this time.  The Forest has an extensive working relationship with the applicant, both 
Teton County Wyoming and Idaho related to this property proposal and look forward to continuing 
positive collaboration on this project.  If you have any questions, please let me know. 
 
Wildfire:  GTR is an area the Forest is highly concerned with the threat of a wildfire impacting life, 
property, and infrastructure values.  Grand Targhee Resort is in the Wildland Urban Interface (WUI) as 
identified in the Teton County Wildfire Protection Plan and determined to be a direct threat of a wildfire 
potentially impacting the values at GTR.   
 
Generally, the prevailing winds would typically push a fire uphill from the Forest into the resort area 
especially up the Mill Creek drainage.  Wildland firefighters and county resources would be expected to 
protect the values in the area.  Without planning and implementation requiring the standards identified 
below with the proposed development plan, this is not a safe or effective situation for firefighters to be 
successful protecting the values. 
 
The applicant needs to update the application to comply with the 2021 International Wildland Urban 
Interface Code (IWUIC) that Teton County Wyoming has adopted.  I would encourage the applicant to 
work closely with the Fire Marshall from Jackson Hole Fire & EMS regarding the materials used to 
construct structures, water storage & flow rates, proper ingress/egress, and vegetation standards required 
by the IWUIC.  I would strongly encourage needed fuels reduction be completed as the road and 
driveways system are constructed or jointly with construction.  Fuels reduction is much easier to conduct 
during the construction phase rather than when landscaping and structures are in the vicinity.   
 
Ideally, the county should insist on a 300-foot setback from the National Forest property line for all 
structures.  This setback would help ensure that there is not an undue burden placed on the taxpayers and 
National Forest to heavily treat forest vegetation to protect private structures.  In lieu of that option a plat 
review could help the applicant, county and forest develop an appropriate fuels reduction project for the 
development. 
 
Administrative Access: We recently worked with the resort in this area to remove some timber that was 
blown down in a wind event.  From this event we learned that we would need to cross private property to 
access the national forest to remove the fuel buildup and hazard trees.  Therefore, we are requesting two 
administrative routes (one toward the east end of the project and one toward the west end) through the 
private to the ridge on the National Forest for agency personnel and our contractors.  These accesses 
could be vegetated, but the purpose is for inspection, fire suppression, general administration, and 
potential vegetation manipulation (vegetation removal to reduce fire risks).  This administrative access 
could be used for the removal of Forest products (large equipment) along the subdivision to reduce future 



 

 

fuel loading and reduce hazards as outlined in the Forest Plan.  We would be interested in further 
conversations with the developer on this request as the proposed plat is further developed. 
 
Public Forest Access:  There is a significant network of trails on the current private property and 
National Forest lands in this vicinity to accommodate public recreation.  Careful consideration of the 
location of pathways and connection to these amenities needs to be incorporated as suggested in the 
application.    
 
When a development borders the National Forest, homeowners often create user created routes out their 
back doors onto the National Forest.  While I encourage hiking and riding on the National Forest, it is a 
violation of 36 CFR 261.10a to construct or maintain any kind of road or trail on the National Forest 
without authorization.  Any new trails from the development to the surrounding public lands are subject 
to permit and approval of the USFS.  Any informal, unpermitted trails from the development onto the 
Forest Service Lands are prohibited.  The boundary of the PUD will need to be actively monitored by the 
resort on a yearly basis.  If unpermitted trails are identified, with the oversight of the USFS, the resort will 
need to close and revegetate these trails. There may need to be a connector to the current Jolly Green trail 
from both the west and east ends of the private road system to funnel pedestrian use through the private 
onto the existing trail system in a structured manner.   
 
Please keep me informed and involved in the development of this project.  If you need additional 
information, clarification or have questions please contact me. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
JAY PENCE 
District Ranger 
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